12TH ANNUAL CHARITY GOLF TOURNAMENT

CLOSEST TO THE PINS - $50. GIFT CERTIFICATE

# 5 175 YARDS  Mike Fox  9 - 8
# 8 217 YARDS  Gary Jackson  5 - 2
#13 177 YARDS  Rob Mangan  8 - 8
#15 193 YARDS  Earl Bernaldes  19 - 1

LONGEST DRIVE - $50. GIFT CERTIFICATE

#18 EARL BERNALDES

3RD PLACE TROPHY + $50. GIFT CERTIFICATE

Kerry Beardsley, Gregg Elness, Earl Bernaldes, Jim Colyne

2ND PLACE TROPHY + 75. GIFT CERTIFICATE

Rob Mangan, Rick Fischer, Al Grace, Gary Flagg

1ST PLACE TROPHY + $100. GIFT CERTIFICATE
NAMES ON THE PLAQUE IN THE HALL

Tom Aragon, Chad Carrey, Jason Paulo, Don McGuire